
 

 

TITLE OF CASE STUDY: 
Maker’s Mark – “It Is What It Isn’t” 

 
Over 50 years ago in Loretto, KY, Bill Samuels, a fifth-generation whisky distiller, focused his talents and 
skill on creating a better-tasting bourbon, breaking away from “the way it was always done.”  The result 
was Maker’s Mark, an iconic Spirits brand whose high quality, smooth taste, and signature red wax-
sealed bottles defined the “premium bourbon” category as we know it. 
 
His son, Bill Samuels Jr. (who recently retired as CEO of Maker’s Mark), built the brand into a 1MM case 
business much the same way as his father envisioned—through discovery.  This meant that growth 
typically came through word of mouth, on-premise, and bartender recommendation.   
 
Not a brand to ever rest on its laurels, heading into 2010 the Maker’s Mark team was given a clear 
business objective:  Start to build Maker’s Mark into a 2MM case business in the future.  
 
But there was a problem.  Consumer research conducted by the Maker’s Mark brand team showed that 
much of Maker’s past growth was driven by “Loyalists”, a group of consumers who, on average, had a 
drink of Maker’s Mark once a week or more often.  While any brand would love to have a core group of 
loyal consumers like Maker’s does, analyses by the Consumer Insights team showed that focusing on 
Loyalists alone would not deliver the future growth needed—there simply weren’t enough of them to go 
around.  Maker’s needed to expand its share of the pie and persuade a larger group of occasional 
Maker’s consumers to consider the brand. 
 
To make things more challenging, starting in 2009, the brand’s sales had begun to slow in the 
marketplace.  Historically, Maker’s Mark Nielsen data trended in the low double-digit growth rate.  
Lately, the brand had been growing only in the mid-single digits.  The Maker’s Mark team needed to 
reverse this trend. 
 
So, the Maker’s Mark 2011 business objective was a lofty one:  Return the brand’s volume and $-sales 
growth to double digits, and maintain strong growth moving forward, without disrupting what had 
made the brand successful among its loyal drinkers. 
 
The Research Story: 

Research Step #1: ExactCast 
 

Building on the initial insight that Maker’s needed to expand its audience into the vast (and relatively 
untapped) pool of new and occasional Maker’s Mark consumers, Maker’s Mark brought in the ExactCast 
team, a joint venture consultancy of Protagonist and Whitman Insight Strategies, to conduct proprietary 
quantitative research. 



ExactCast uses a variety of quantitative methods to surface and segment target audiences by behavior 
(not simply demographics), identify messaging that is most persuasive to the target, and develop media 
channel insights, all in a single, seamless, quantitative process. 
 
At the core of ExactCast is The Political Model—a research approach and philosophy that comes from 
decades of experience on the political campaign trail.  The Political Model uses messaging to isolate the 
Base (current high-value customers), the Opposition (consumers who will never purchase/use your 
brand or product) and the Swing (consumers who are persuadable, through messaging, to considering 
your brand or product)—and maximizes ROI by focusing marketing and communications dollars on the 
Swing while reducing wasteful expenditure against the Opposition. 
 
The ExactCast process provided Maker’s Mark with: 

• Behaviorally-Based Swing Segments:  Rich profiles based on consumer and lifestyle 
behaviors, attitudes and need states (not just demographics) of Maker’s Mark “swing 
consumers” 

• Swing Segment Sizing, Prioritization & Activation:  How large are Maker’s Mark Swing 
segments, which ones are most important, and which are most activatable to drive 
incremental consumption? 

• Messaging Insight:  What messaging will be most impactful in driving consideration among 
the Swing audience? 

• Media Channel Analysis:  What media channels influence whiskey/spirits purchase 
decisions among the Swing segments? 

ExactCast surfaced, sized, and prioritized 5 Swing Segments, and in collaborative meetings, the team 
focused in on 3 high-value persuadable consumer segments that were unique, but shared common 
behavioral DNA.   
 
Secure Steady Sociables, Hungry Hedonists, and Bull Headed Bourbonites were all highly activatable, 
together represented 57% of the persuadable consumer universe, and had key behaviors in common. 
They tended to be guys, in the 25-40 age range, who are highly sociable but down to earth, had tried 
Maker’s before (and quite a few other whiskies as well), and had “moved up in life, without moving on.” 
 
Having unearthed our target, we needed insights on message and media for this Swing consumer.  
ExactCast tested more than two dozen unique messages that were developed by collaboration between 
the research teams, the Maker’s Mark brand team, and Doe-Anderson, the agency.  A regression 
analysis set to examine messaging impact among the Swing target surfaced some critical findings: 

• Full flavored, yet easy to drink (for rookies and experts alike) 
• Craftsmanship (still hand crafted) 
• It was “okay” to talk about or show drinking Maker’s Mark mixed or in a cocktail  

Last, but certainly not least, ExactCast uncovered some key media channel findings that profoundly re-
defined how Maker’s Mark would be advertised to consumers.  The data indicated that television was 
influential in category purchase decisions for the Maker’s Mark Swing target, and that in particular, the 
Discovery Channel was a property where our Swing segments over-indexed vs. the total whiskey 
population.  ExactCast also surfaced a key group of men’s magazines like National Geographic, Maxim, 
ESPN, Men’s Journal and Outside that were influential in driving whiskey brand choice (not just 
“coverage.”) 



 
Research Step #2:  In-Home & In-Bar Friendship Triads among target segments 

 
Coming out of the initial research, The Maker’s Mark team and Egg Strategy spent a week with target 
consumers in-home and in-bar to better understand who these guys were, their Maker’s Mark brand 
perceptions, and barriers to increased Maker’s Mark usage.  We found that the brand is perceived as 
unpretentious and honest.  We confirmed that these guys are grounded, unpretentious and principled; 
they are dedicated to friends and family; they have respect for the independent spirit.  This learning 
confirmed an insight at the heart of the brand’s positioning—these are guys who have moved up in life 
without moving on; they are guys who refuse to change, despite becoming more successful personally 
and professionally.  And they are entirely happy with that.   
 

A Campaign Emerges: 
 
With volumes of research under our belts, Doe-Anderson got started in earnest on developing a 
compelling campaign.   
 
In an informal discussion of initial creative direction, Maker’s Mark’s then-President and son of the 
brand’s founder, Bill Samuels Jr., remarked that his father often said of his bourbon that “it is what it 
isn’t.”  He explained that Maker’s Mark was created to be everything traditional whiskies weren’t—easy 
to drink instead of hot and harsh, easy to appreciate by folks who didn’t think they liked bourbon, and 
made slowly, by hand, rather than in mass quantities. 
 
The Doe-Anderson team seized on that comment, and the rest was history.   
 
The creative landed at the intersection of our target audience insight, and the truth about the brand – 
both representing the “delightful contradictions” that make us who we are (and who we aren’t), and 
that make life more interesting. 
 
We brought to life three key “contradictory messaging themes” that we knew were resonant from the 
research:  Maker’s Mark is a whisky that is full-flavored yet easy to drink for rookies and experts alike (a 
clear contradiction); Maker’s Mark may be well known, but it is hand-crafted; and Maker’s Mark is 
sophisticated yet unpretentious.   
 
Five 30-second TV executions were produced, and also modified into digital video content.  These were 
supported by an extensive print campaign.   
 
Subthemes of the campaign were positioning Maker’s against the competition, and demonstrating how 
well Maker’s Mark paired with mixers.  This tactic was also based on consumer insight that showed our 
target audience preferred cocktails to drinking bourbon straight or on the rocks; but at the same time, 
this messaging didn’t not “scare away the purists” who never mix Maker’s. 
 
To heighten resonance with our target audience, TV host (and avowed Maker’s Mark fan) Jimmy Fallon 
was chosen to provide the VO for the spots.  
 
 
 
 



Campaign-Optimization Research: 
 

Research Step #3:  Ad Creative Mini Groups 
 

Multiple campaigns were developed by Doe-Anderson, and two were put in front of consumers in order 
to understand communication and motivation.  The mini groups indicated that target consumers were 
very interested in hearing (or seeing) the “full-flavored, yet easy to drink” and “handcrafted” messages 
surfaced in the ExactCast quant.  The research also revealed that the target understood the idea behind                       
“It Is What It Isn’t” – the idea that Maker’s Mark is a brand that refuses to change and has remained 
unchanged for years, despite becoming more successful (just like our target). 
 

Step #4: Millward Brown LINK Testing 
 

As the final step of the process, Doe-Anderson created five finished TV spots.  Three were put into 
Millward Brown quantitative LINK testing.  The study was designed to obtain a read on Whiskey drinkers 
overall, as well as the Swing target subset. Results were extremely positive.  All three ads had very 
strong breakthrough (Awareness Indices were 2.5X higher than the alcohol category ever-aired average), 
and Persuasion scores were 2X higher than the alcohol category ever-aired average.  Key messages 
came through at strong levels as well. [SEE ATTACHMENT C] 
 
Breaking The TV barrier – Media: 
 
Of all of the existing paradigms that the research and new campaign challenged, one was perhaps the 
most controversial:  Maker’s needed to be on television.   
 
Since its inception, Marker’s Mark had not advertised on TV, and to make matters more difficult, there 
wasn’t money in the media budget to simply “add TV” into the mix for 2011.  If we were going to be on 
television, we had to radically change course and completely re-allocate media dollars from elsewhere.     
 
The Maker’s Mark and Starcom teams built a compelling case for shifting outdoor media dollars—the 
bulk of recent years’ media investment—over to television (as well as online and print), and were able 
to deliver on the plan. 
 
Starcom secured the Discovery Channel as a media partner in 2011, and Discovery was the only TV 
channel on which the spots initially ran.  Discovery Online and Digital were the primary digital channels 
in the buy. Print ran in publications that ExactCast helped identify and that Starcom ultimately 
recommended based on primary data, MRI and other media planning sources:  ESPN, Details, GQ, 
Maxim, National Geographic, The Week, Men’s Journal and Outside. [SEE ATTACHMENT B] 
 
Print ran in Q1 and Q2 2011. The TV broke in May, with a flight through July; TV then ran mid-August 
through November. 
 
Results: 
 
The Marker’s Mark 2011 “It Is What It Isn’t” campaign represented a sea change in advertising for the 
Maker’s brand.  The campaign set out with lofty ambitions to return Maker’s Mark to double-digit 
growth, without incremental spending, by expanding the brand’s presence beyond a base of loyal 



consumers, and paving the way for Maker’s Mark to grow from a 1MM case/year business to a 2MM 
case/year business.   
 
On the way we challenged some long-held beliefs, broke the mold, and fundamentally re-defined the 
brand’s target audience, message, and media plan.  And the team brought Maker’s Mark to television 
for the first time in the brand’s 50+ year history.   
 
The campaign began in Q1 2011, and first half 2011 Nielsen in-market results show that the brand has 
doubled its growth rate vs. YA with an overall flat marketing budget. 
 
In H1 (January-July) 2011, according to Nielsen in-market scanning data, the brand was +14% in $ sales 
and +16% in volume sales.  This is compared to growth rates of +7% $ sales and +8% volume sales in H1 
2010, prior to the campaign’s launch. [SEE ATTACHMENT A].  Additional Nielsen data has shown that this 
trend has continued going into 2012. 
 
Furthermore, a media mix modeling study conducted by Beam indicated that marketing ROI increased 
63% from previous year (2010).  Keeping the media spend flat, we were able to get smarter about 
where we advertised to our new target consumers, and saw concrete, real-world results.                      
[SEE ATTACHMENT D] 
 
Brand health tracking has also shown positive results.  In Q2 2011, among age 25-34 year-old whiskey 
drinkers, consumption of Maker’s Mark in the past 3 months is +5 pts vs. YAGO.  In Q2 2011, among the 
Occasionalist target, frequency is +3.6 times/year vs. Q1 and brand perceptions of “for someone like 
me” and “smooth taste” have increased +12 and +5, respectively vs. YA.  [SEE ATTACHMENT E] 
 
Smart research, outstanding creative, and a media strategy that exponentially increased ROI with an 
overall flat spend from the previous year have made the Maker’s Mark “It Is What It Isn’t” campaign a 
resounding success and returned the brand back to double digit (and continued) growth. 
 

Attachment A – Nielsen In-Market Scanning Results 

Embedded Excel Spreadsheet – Click To View Full Data 

*Please note that Nielsen tracking data is commissioned by Beam Inc. for numerous brands in many 
different spirits categories.  The following data was selected from 2010-2011 Nielsen tracking.   

 

Maker's Mark % change…

H1 '10 H1 '11

$ Sales 7% 14%

Volume 8% 16%

H1 '10 = 1/1/10 to 7/24/10

H1 '11 = 1/1/11 to 7/23/11  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attachment B – ExactCast Cable Television Insight 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attachment C – Millward Brown LINK Results 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attachment D – Media Mix Modeling Results 



*Column values indexed to $-spend confidentiailty 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attachment E – Brand Tracking 



 

 

 


